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How to cover a wall in ^no time at all'

Leonard French mural commissioned
inths ago for the main end wall of the
'sity House dining hall was erected last
end. The artist brought the work from
melbourne in sections on a trailer on the
Friday. Members of the Maintenance
Section
(top left and right) worked from scaffolding
to attach the eighteen six-feet panels to the
wall with specially-made steel mountings. As
the scaffolding was brought down, French

J^^

(lower left) made finishing touches. The
complete mural with scaffolding
removed
(lower right) was ready for inspection by
diners on Sunday night. French has called
the work 'Regeneration'. In abstract, in brilliant enamel colour, it has a man emerging
from the earth and sea, reaching up to the
sun like a Prometheus figure, releasing life
forms - fish, reptiles and birds - which descend into his body and into the sea and onto

the land. The mural has been made possible
by substantial donations from a former ViceChancellor of ANU, Sir Leslie Melville; the
first Master of University House, Professor
A.D. Trendall; the Vice-Chancellor,
Professor
Sir John Crawford; Dr Germaine Joplin, a
member of Council and a former officer of
University House; Professor W. Milgate, Professor of English; Professor P.H. Partridge,
Professor of Social Philosophy; and Profes-

sor C.A. Tisdell, Professor of Economics,
University of Newcastle, and a former officer
of University House. Members of the University can see the mural from the dining hall
entrance. The 'Seven Days', also by French
and previously in the dining hall and foyer,
which are destined ultimately for a great hall,
will be rehoused for the present at Bruce
Hall where they were originally.
•
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OCTOBER MEETING OF COUNCIL
Matters dealt with by the University Council
at its meeting on 13 October included the
following.
Membership of Council. Mr Richard Refshauge, having been re-elected president of
the Students Association^is an ex officio
member of Council for one year from 1 December.
Mr G.A. Colman, Mr J.Q. Ewens, Sir Brian
Hone, Mr P.J. Lawler (who was a member
from 1962-69), Mr T.F.C. Lawrence and Mr
A.J.R. Yencken have been reappointed by
the Governor-General as members of Council for three years.
Professor R.D.Wright. Council placed on record its appreciation of the the work of Professor R.D. Wright, who was not re-elected
at the recent Convocation election.
Professor Wright's association with the
University goes back into 'prehistory'. One
of the basic ideas leading to the establishment in Canberra of research in the basic
medical sciences was a letter to the wartime
Prime Minister, Mr John Curtin, from the late
General Sir Thomas Blamey, who through
Professor Wright's enthusiasm had met and
talked with Sir Howard (later Lord) Florey.
When advisory committees were set up
by the Mills Committee to prepare detailed
plans for the organisation of a new university, Professor Wright was appointed to the
medical committee. This committee suggested that the medical research school be modelled on the report on a medical research institute prepared by Florey at the request of
Prime Minister Curtin.
Professor Wright was appointed to the Interim Council of the University when it was
estabUshed in 1946 and was elected as a
Convocation member of Council continuously from the first election in 1951. In 1947
he went to England as Council representative
for consultations with academic advisors and
potential research school directors. He also
gathered information on administration of
American and Canadian schools of graduate
studies.
Professor Wright served throughout on
the Finance Committee of Council and for
many years also on Council's Standing Committee, as well as on numerous ad hoc committees.
His general concern for students, for academic standards and for the good name of
the University together with his real sense of
the needs of the University body and its place
in the wider community have guided the
Council throughout its early years and helped to determine its pattern of internal and
external relationships.
In 1967 the University conferred the degree of Doctor of Science on Professor
Wright after examination of his published
works in the field of physiology. He was
Professor of Physiology at the University of
Melbourne from 1939-1971 and is now Deputy Chancellor of that University and Medical Director of the Peter MacCallum Clinic,
Melbourne.
In recording its appreciation of Professor
Wright as one of its founding fathers, Council said it was grateful for his wise counsel
over many years.

Professor Wright as Deputy Chancellor, University of Melbourne.
Union contraceptive vending. At the request
of the Union board of management. Council
considered arrangements proposed for the
operation of a contraceptive vending machine
in the new Union. It authorised the Secretary to determine the matter in consultation

with the Union Board and the pharmacy in
the new concessions building.
Academic salaries. Council noted that the
Commonwealth Government had rejected a
request by the University for the Campbell
inquiry into academic salaries to consider an
interim increase in salaries.
In September Council asked the ViceChancellor to write to the Minister for Education and Science supporting the Australian
Vice-Chancellors' Committee view that the
Campbell inquiry be asked to declare an appropriate provisional adjustment to salaries
for immediate payment as soon as practicable.
The Minister replied to the Vice-Chancellor
on 27 September saying that careful consideration had been given to whether there
should be an interim increase. The Commonwealth Government, after consultation with
State Governments, had concluded that such
a step would be undesirable.
Council asked the academic salaries committee to advise the Acting Vice-Chancellor
in the preparation of a draft submission to
the Campbell inquiry for consideration by
Council at its November meeting.
Council noted that the Commonwealth
Government was prepared to support payment of any higher salary rates recommended
by the Campbell inquiry with effect from
January 1973.
Acton Saddle tunnel. Council had before it a
request that consideration be given to the
possibility of making a fresh approach to the
NCDC in relation to the approval previously
given by Council to the route of a multi-lane
freeway through the University. The road,
work on which is due to begin in October
next year, is to go east-west along the lake
over the mouth of Sullivans Creek and
through a tunnel under Acton Saddle near
the Staff Centre.
The move to re-open negotiations on it
with the National Capital Development Commission came from an ad hoc faculty site
committee of the Research School of Physical Sciences, near which the road will pass.
The faculty site committee had written to
Council saying there was a considerable body
of opinion in the University that the Acton
Saddle tunnel roadway was not a desirable
development.
The committee suggested that in 1966 it
was probably reasonable of Council to accept
the NCDC's case that a freeway through University land was necessary. The situation six
years later was quite different. There was
growing world awareness that the private
motor vehicle was not the ultimate answer
to the problem of transporting people within and around cities. There was also a growing feeling that Canberra should not be allowed to grow too large, partly because of
the transport problems in large cities.
It was possible the $5-10 million that the
Molonglo freeway was likely to cost would
be better used to subsidise pubHc transport.
It was also possible that after parking fees
were levied in Civic next year, more people
might prefer to use public transport rather
than drive their cars. Thus the demand on
roads leading to and from Civic might not
increase greatly and there would then be less
need for the Molonglo freeway.
It was therefore evident that the case for
the proposed freeway was by no means as
clear as it was when the matter was discussed in 1966. Former decisions should be reviewed in the light of currently-assessed
needs. Further 'informed dialogue' was needed between the University and the NCDC
about the need for, and possible alternatives
to, the freeway so as to arrive at the best
long-term course of action for the University
and the community.
Council asked the Vice-Chancellor to discuss the faculty site committee's recommendations with the Pro-Chancellor, the chairman of the Buildings and Grounds Committee and the faculty site committee and to report back to Council.
Sir Anthony Mason, Pro-Chancellor. On
being appointed as a judge of the High
Court, the Pro-Chancellor has been made a
Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire. Council noted with pleasure the
honour conferred on Sir Anthony Mason.
Parking on campus. After preliminary consideration of the report of the working party
on car parking in the University, Council referred it to the Buildings and Grounds Committee and the academic boards for detailed
consideration. Council was concerned at the
long-term effect of car parking on the site and
suggested that the ultimate objective should

Derek Freeman appointed Professor
Dr J.D. Freeman, Professorial Fellow in the Department of Anthropology and Sociology,
has been appointed Professor of Anthropology and Head of the Department. Professor F i ^ ^
man, who has taken up his appointment, succeeds Professor A.L. Epstein, who left A N U ^ ®
June to take up a chair in the University of Sussex.
^ ^
In his new position Professor Freeman, as
well as continuing with the traditional concerns of anthropology, intends to work towards the realisation of a paradigm for a
comprehensive science of man. The quest
for such a pattern has long interested Professor Freeman, involving him in studies that
range beyond anthropology to psychoanalysis, ethology, human ecology and the history
of concepts and theory in anthropology and
the biological sciences.
New Zealand-born, Professor Freeman
studied at the Victoria University College,
Wellington (now the Victoria University of
Wellington), and has a PhD degree from the
University of Cambridge. A trained teacher,
he worked with the Education Department
of Western Samoa from 1937-43 while surveying prehistoric sites and studying a community on the then remote south coast of
the island of Upolu.
He served with the navy during World
War II but returned briefly to Western Samoa
to complete his researches on Upolu before
going to the University of London to study
for the academic postgraduate diploma in
anthropology, which was awarded on the
basis of his Samoan researches.
At the invitation of the Colonial Science
Research Council of Britain Professor Freeman undertook a study of the Iban people of
Sarawak from 1948 until 1951, when he
went to Cambridge to study for his PhD degree. On receiving the degree in 1953, Professor Freeman returned to New Zealand as
lecturer in anthropology in the University of
Otago and as ethnologist on the staff of the
Otago Museum.
He joined the Australian National University in 1955 as Senior Fellow in Anthropology. By this time he had written a number
of publications on many aspects of the social
organisation and culture of the Iban.
Tn these papers I was using the methods

and theory then current in social anthropology,' Professor Freeman said. 'The results
undoubtedly led to a better understanding
of the subject, but as my researches c o n t i j ^ ^
ued I became increasingly dissatisfied w i t ^ B
the limitations of the paradigm of B r i t i s h ^ ^
social anthropology as it then was.
4 n 1961 I wrote of my hope that "there
will emerge a unified science of man that
will concern itself in an integrated way not
only with the social customs of man, but
also with his psychology and historical nature, and all other relevant aspects of his
being in the world". It was then that I resolved to devote my energies to an attempt
to arrive at a new anthropological paradigm
that would lead to the emergence of a unified science of man.'
His search led him to make two years o t f ^
observational study of Samoan b e h a v i o u r ^ ^
and to undertake research into the history
of concepts and theory in anthropology and
the biological sciences. He gave a provisional summary of his findings in a lecture at
ANU in 1969, when he said it could be
^ ^
hoped that a unified science of man and
behaviour would emerge within the next few
decades. 'When geneticists, neuroscientists,
ethologists and ecologists can sit down with
archaeologists and historians, psychologists
and anthropologists to work together, using
a common scientific and human language, to
illumine the evolutionary history and the
natures and cultures of men, the day of a unified science of man will have dawned,' he said.
Picture. Professor Freeman with A Ibert Barunga, an elder of the Worora people of Western Australia, during the Australian Institute
for Aboriginal Studies conference on Aboriginal antiquities in Canberra earlier this year.
Professor Freeman intends to visit the Mowanjum settlement near Derby, Western Australia, next year to study ecology, adaption
to contemporary conditions and value systems.n

be no above-ground parking.

new residents. It asked for further information on ANU residential fees in relation to
other universities. It was thought that ANU
fees are low in comparison.
Academic superannuation. Council gave its
approval for the Australian Vice-Chancellors'
Committee to enter into discussions with the
main life assurance companies on changes in
university superannuation for academic staff.
(See report on scheme proposed by F A U S v ^
from which the AVCC suggestion e m a n a t e ^ ^
page 5.)
W
Chair of Anthropology. Council approved
appointment of John Derek Freeman, to the
Chair of Anthropology and headship of the
Department of Anthropology and Sociology.
(Report this page.)
•
(More Council news next issue.)

Hall fees rise. On the recommendation of its
Finance Committee, Council approved a $15
increase in undergraduate halls of residence
fees in 1973. Next year's fee will be $700
compared with $685 this year and $630 in
1971. A recent meeting of University administration officers, hall wardens, junior
common room committee representatives
and the Students Association president accepted draft estimates for 1973 based on a
common hall fee of $700. The meeting also
noted that if income estimates for 1973,
particularly from conferences, proved unreal,
a substantial increase in fees for 1974 would
be unavoidable.
Council also approved an increase from
$15 to $20 in the registration fee paid by
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Radio ANU hopes
to be on air in
Orientation Week
With the appointment of an administration
committee to supervise development of
Radio ANU, the campus radio station is moving closer to reality. The administration committee is working towards having Radio ANU
on the air in Orientation Week next year and
for this is seeking student help with a program survey, studio installation and an announcer training program.
Radio ANU will be located at Kingsley
Street Hall, part of which has been converted ,
by the Maintenance Section into a studio
'
with a broadcast control room (which may
later become a second studio for recording
and announcer training), a reception area, record and tape library and a small workshop.
Wiring of the studio and control room has
been carried out in preparation for installation of electronic equipment, which has been
ordered and is now beginning to arrive.
Unlike the ABC and commercial broadcasting stations, Radio ANU's non-commercial licence obliges it to strictly confine its
area of reception. Its signal strength must be
insufficient for reception outside the campus.
At reception points, which are linked to
the studio by telephone landline, very lowpower transmitters with special aerials are
employed instead of one high-power transmitting tower capable of serving a large area.
Listeners will be able to tune into Radio
NU on 1630 kilohertz on their personal
•adios provided they are within range of one
of the low-power transmitters which will be
located at the most populous parts of the
campus (the Union, halls, colleges and University House initially; Graduate House and
ossibly Canberra College of Advanced Eduation later). (How the radio station works,
this page.)
Members of the administration committee, appointed by Council's campus radio
station committee, are the director of student broadcasting, Peter Black, a part-time
Arts student and a staff member of the University Information section where he edits
ANU Reporter (chairman); station manager.
Ken Crane, a PhD student (deputy chairman);
assistant station manager, Chris Deacon, a
third-year Science student; program manager,
Paul Barron, a masters degree student who
M s worked on student radio stations in Canda; announcer coordinator, John Bottoms,
a third-year Arts/Law student; business manager, Allan Murray-Jones, a second-year Economics/Law student; and chief technician,
Len Whyte, a Science honours student. All
except Mr Black are executive members of
he ANU Radio Club; all the positions are
lonorary.
Before the end of term the committee
would like to find out what students want
to hear and when in the way of music, news,
current affairs and other programs. The pro-

Chief technician, Len Whyte (left), and assistant station manager, Chris Deacon, have largely been
gram manager, Paul Barron, is carrying out
under the supervision of the chief technician.
a survey of listener tastes. Copies of the
Len Whyte, and the assistant station manager,
questionnaire are in halls and colleges and
Chris Deacon. They are looking for help
also at the exit of the Chifley Building of the from members of the University experienced
Library.
with electronic equipment who are able to
construct equipment from schematic diaThe committee has been encouraged by
response so far to the survey. In the first few grams. Anyone who is available immediately
or after the examinations is asked to contact
days about 300 replies were received and
Len Whyte (95 7172).
these indicate a student preference in music
for rock, classics and folk.
A program to train announcers is being
Initially, pop and easy-listening music,
planned for the fortnight before Orientation
with some news and campus activity anWeek, which starts on Monday 26 February.
nouncements, is expected to make up the
Techniques used by the ABC to ensure voice
bulk of program content. As broadcast hours projection, continuity and coherence, as well
extend during term, more specialised music
as instruction in operating broadcast equiptastes, such as classical, folk and jazz, will be ment, will be employed. Persons interested
catered for and current affairs and talk-back
who will be in Canberra during this pre-term
programs will develop as material of suitable
period can leave his/her name with the anstandard is produced. People interested in
nouncer coordinator, John Bottoms, at Garproducing programs can contact Paul Barran Hall. Anyone wanting to take part in furon at Burgmann College.
ture training programs can also register.
Program policy guidelines for Radio ANU,
Radio ANU hopes to be on the air most
drawn up by the campus radio station comof the day during Orientation Week. Term
mittee and approved by Council, allow for
broadcasting will probably be from 5pm to
debate and discussion on a wide range of ismidnight, Monday-Thursday; later on Fridays
sues and free expression of opinion. Howand weekends. Morning, lunchtime and some
ever, the radio station is not intended to beall-night (with phone-in requests) broadcasts
come the voice of any one person or group
will follow.
of persons. Program content has to comply
Because of budget restrictions, to start off
with the Broadcasting and Television Act
with Radio ANU will have a limited stock of
and standards laid down by the Australian
records and tapes. Eventually it is hoped to
Broadcasting Control Board.
build this into a comprehensive record libInstallation of most of the technical
rary but to allow more flexibility initially
equipment at the studio and reception points the administration committee would welwill take place over the next two months
come donations of records (singly or whole
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involved in setting up the Kingsley Street studio.
collections) of any vintage or condition.
Members of the University able to help are
asked to contact the director of student
broadcasting, Peter Black (ext.4171/2229),
or the station manager. Ken Crane (ext.4302),
and collection will be arranged.
The ANU Radio Club, which has been instrumental in plans to have a student radio
station set up on campus, will continue as a
promotion and support body for Radio ANU.
On day-to-day broadcast matters the club will
make recommendations to the administration committee.
Initial appointments to the administration
committee are interim only and will be reviewed at the end of March. Subsequent appointments to the committee will be for
twelve months.
The administration committee is responsible to the campus radio station committee
for establishment of Radio ANU and its dayto-day operation. The campus radio station
committee reports to Council, which holds
the broadcast licence in the name of the Registrar.
Radio ANU has a capital budget of about
$6,000 provided by the University, the University Union, the Students Association, the
Research Students Association, halls of residence, affiliated colleges, University House
and a number of commercial firms and radio
stations. These and other bodies are also
being asked to make recurrent grants to enable Radio ANU to develop as an effective
medium of campus communication.
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The above diagram illustrates the proposed
method by which the message (the audio sig^ na
nal) mil be transmitted or 'put to air' under
e Radio ANU broadcast system. From
'sources such as microphones or record pickups the announcer mil switch in the required
signals and control their volume at the audio
mixing console (or 'mixer'). He will be able
to monitor the total volume level with a 'VU'
meter. Such manual control, however, is inadequate and to reduce risk of the operator
transmitting too much volume while at the
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same time maintaining the maximum signal
level possible, an automatic gain control is
used. This and other controls not directly
operated by the announcer are housed in the
control room next to the studio.
The audio signal is amplified and split into the various landlines (telephone extensions)
through which it will be sent to low-power
transmitters at reception points, one line for
each. A super-imposed control signal to activate or de-activate the individual transmitter
power supplies is also sent. This allows trans-

HALLS,

AUDIO
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CONTROL
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mitters to be turned on or off from the control room.
Attenuation (loss of strength) of the audio
signal takes place in the telephone lines and
is proportional to the frequency. Equalisers
in the transmitters (illustrated right) at the
end of the lines re-amplify the signal in a frequency-dependent manner to prevent reception from sounding 'bassy'. This is followed
by a limiter which prevents signal peaks from
exceeding a set level. The signal is then fed
to a modulator, which impresses the audio

\
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information on the 1630 kilohertz carrier
wave. After further amplification the signal
is fed to a loop aerial for transmission. The
carrier wave frequency is produced by a crystal oscillator and is isolated from the modulator by an emitter follower.
Although the final maximum output power is only 0.05 watts (compared with five kilowatts for typical commercial broadcasting
stations) this is quite adequate for excellent
reception within a local radius.
•
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DIARY OF EVENTS
Sunday 29 October
ANU Film Group. X e testament du Dr Cordelier'. Coombs Lecture Theatre, 2pm.
Monday 30 October
History of Ideas seminar. Dr H. Caton, 'Eros
and polities'. Seminar room A, Coombs
Building, 1 lam.
Sociology (IAS and SGS) special seminar.
Professor P.I. Rose (Smith College, Massachusetts), T h e University Context and
Youth'. Sociology seminar room, second
floor, Haydon-Allen link, 1 lam.
Nuclear Physics seminar. Dr K.H. Bray, 'Yray phrenology or fast neutron capture and
the 5.5MeV Y-ray intensity anomaly'. Nuclear Physics seminar room, 11.30am.
Tuesday 31 October
Philosophy (IAS) seminar. Mr R.J. Kilcullen,
'Mill on rule-utilitarianism'. Seminar room F,
Coombs Building, 1 lam.
Physical and Theoretical Chemistry seminar.
Discussion groups - to be arranged. Room
57, RSC, 11am.
Biochemistry (IAS) seminar. Dr K. Ellis, T h e
activation of muscle adenylate deaminase by
substrate'. Florey Lecture Theatre, 1pm.
Wednesday 1 November
Inorganic Chemistry seminar. Dr J. Broomhead, 'Nitrogenase enzyme model systems'.
Room 134, RSC, 11am.
Pacific History seminar. Professor A.H.
Johns, 'Islam and Southeast Asia - problems of perspective'. Seminar room F,
Coombs Building, 2pm.
Senior Student Christian Movement meeting.
Dr Hector Kinloch, 'Politics as street theatre:
the Clockwork Orange election', 8pm; for
venue phone Margaret Bearlin (51 3171).
Thursday 2 November
Medical Chemistry seminar. Dr J.E. Fildes,
'Some studies in the determination of phos-

phorus in organo noble metal complexes'.
Florey Theatre, 3.45pm.
Theoretical Physics (IAS) seminar. Dr B.A.
Robson, 'Anew relativistic wave equation
for spin-Vi particles'. Seminar room 105,
Mathematical Sciences Building, 4pm.
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre seminar.
Dr J.A.A. Stockwin, 'Recent developments
in Japanese foreign policy'. Seminar room A,
Coombs Building, 4pm.
Sunday 5 November
University House Film Group. Hamlet.
Common room. University House, 8pm real
time, 8.30pm daylight saving time. Subscription 40 cents.
Monday 6 November
History of Ideas seminar. Dr H. Caton, 'The
rhetoric of obscenity and pornography'.
Seminar room A, Coombs Building, 1 lam.
Tuesday 7 November
Philosophy (IAS) seminar. Mr N.J. Griffin,
'Some arguments concerning the relativity of
identity'. Seminar room F, Coombs Building,
1 lam.
A cademy of Social Sciences lecture. Professor C.D. Rowley (Political Studies, University of Papua-New Guinea), 'From Humbug
to Politics: Aboriginal Affairs and the Academy Project'. Coombs Lecture Theatre,
5.15pm.
Wednesday 8 November
Inorganic Chemistry seminar. Miss N. Rohde,
'The puzzle that was copper acetate'. Room
134, RSC, 11am.
Pacific History seminar. Professor J. Smail,
'Designs on Southeast Asian history (I) - to
1800: the civic order; cores and zones'. Seminar room F, Coombs Building, 2pm.
Thursday 9 November
Theoretical Physics (IAS) seminar. Dr R.J.
Baxter, 'Interfacial tension of the 8-vertex
model'. Seminar room 105, Mathematical
Sciences Building, 4pm.
•

'This Our Land' resulted from the unavailability of a paperback drawing together published
information on Aboriginal issues, the author, Mr Stewart Harris (standing), said at the launching of the book this week. Mr Harris, Australian correspondent for 'The Times', London,
writes of his experience with Aboriginal radicals, and conveys their bitterness over land rights,
health, housing, employment and social degradation. The Leader of the Opposition, Mr E.G.
Whitlam and Aboriginal spokesman, Mr Paul Coe (right), also spoke at the Academy of
^en^^^ncM^

AWARDS, FELLOWSHIPS, COURSES
Awards for Women. The Victorian Women
Graduates' Association is offering the Amy
Hughes Scholarship worth $1,500 during
1973 or 1974 to a member of the Australian
(RSPacS); main interest - problems of inter- Federation of University Women for study
VISITORS IN THE UNIVERSITY
national trade and economic development in
or research in any country on any subject.
Dr K.H. Bray, University of Alberta, Honorrelation to Indonesia; room 7125, Coombs
Women graduates of any age, or women who
ary Fellow (AINSE fellowship) in Nuclear
Building, ext. 3097.
are in the process of acquiring a degree, may
Physics until August 1974; main interest Professor J.D. Hunta*, University of Otago,
apply. Applications close on 9 February 1973,
low energy experimental nuclear physics;
The South Australian University Women
room 30, Nuclear Physics Building, ext.2095. Visiting Fellow in Clinical Science until June
1973; main interest - lipid metabolism; 5th
Graduate's Association is offering a $500 burProfessor Arthur Brown, of the University of
floor, Canberra Hospital, ext. 2207.
sary in 1973 as short-term aid to a woman
London, recently visited the Department of
graduate proceeding to a higher degree or as
Professor J.A. Mabbutt, University of New
English briefly as a Visiting Professor under
a contribution towards the hire, purchase,
South Wales, Honorary Fellow in Biogeothe Commonwealth Fellowship Plan. Profgraphy and Geomorphology until December; etc of research equipment to complete a proessor Brown's main interest is Ubrary and
ject. Applicants should be members of the
main interest — landforms of arid lands;
information science. He can be contacted
International Federation of University Woroom 5213, Coombs Building, ext.2232.
through the English Department, University
men. Closing date is 28 February 1973.
Dr T.R.B. Mitchell, Queen's University of
of Sydney, where he will be until next
Further information about these awards
Belfast, Visiting Fellow in Research School
month.
is available from Dr Joyce Fildes, (ext.2322
of
Chemistry
until
September
1973;
main
Professor A. Dotson, Cornell University, Honor 48 9024ah).
interest - inorganic chemistry; room 114,
orary Fellow in Political Science (IAS) until
RSC, ext. 3641.
Commonwealth Universities Yearbook. The
November 1973; main interest - problems
1972 Commonwealth Universities Yearbook,
Dr C.B. Schedvin, University of Sydney,
of comparative urbanisation; room 2106,
containing details of 240 universities, their
Visiting Fellow in Economic History (IAS)
Coombs Building, ext. 2117.
staff, courses, enrolment procedures and reuntil December; main interest - economic
Mr W.J. Gardner, University of Canterbury,
history of World War II; room 2136, Coombs quirements, has been published in London.
N.Z., Visiting Fellow in History (IAS) until
Copies can be ordered from the Association
Building, ext. 3267.
November; main interest - comparing the
of Commonwealth Universities, 36 Gordon
foundations of universities in Australasia in
Prof^sor S.J. Strickler, University of Colorthe colonial period, 1850s-1870s; room
ado, Hmiorary Fellow in Chemistry until Sept- Square, London, England, WCIH OPF. The
2138, Coombs Building, ext. 3290.
ember 1973; main interest-molecular spectro- book is priced at £12 (£7.80 to staff of memMr B.V. Hamon, CSIRO, Sydney, Honorary
scopy; room 163, Chemistry Building, ext.4215. ber institutions of ACU).
Frank Knox fellowships. Two awards are
Fellow in Statistics (IAS) until November;
Dr T.M.L. Wigley, University of Waterloo,
main interest - time series analysis techVisiting Fellow in Biogeography and Geomor- being offered to enable students (male or
niques in oceanography; room 1 - 4 Mathem- phology until September 1973; main interest female) to study at Harvard University during the 1973-74 academic year. The fellowatical Sciences Building, ext. 4403.
- application of mathematical and physical
ships, worth $2,400 per annum plus fees, are
Professor R.M. Hochstrasser, University of
principles to geomorphology; room 6210,
for British or Australians who are about to
Pennsylvania, Visiting Fellow in Research
Coombs Building; ext. 4342.
graduate or who are recent graduates from
School of Chemistry until December; main
Dr R.M. Wing, University of California, Visitan Australian university. Further details are
interest - the behaviour and structure of
ing Fellow in RSC for one year from the end
molecular crystals; room 56, RSC, ext.3739.
of September; main interest — metal ion
Professor R.J. Hensley, University of Miami,
SUMMER SEMINAR ON MATHS
promoted reactions; room 105A, RSC, ext.
one year Visiting Fellowship in Economics
4207.
• The Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia and the Centre for Continuing Educaattending the conference or presenting a
CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, SEMINARS
tion will hold a third summer seminar on
paper are requested to write to Mr M.
maths for social scientists from 15 JanuaryThe University has received notice of the
Chvojka, local committee secretary, Prague
9 February next year.
following conferences, meetings and
6-Dejvice, PC Box 164, Czechoslovakia.
The seminar will aim to acquaint acadeseminars.
mics in social sciences, such as economics,
Education symposium. Australia, through
Health and recreation conference. The fifth
the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee, law, education and sociology, with basic
Commonwealth and international conference was recently invited to take part in an intermathematics. The acquired knowledge should
on health, physical education and recreation
national symposium on 'Evaluation in science help participants to read more widely in subwill be held in Christchurch, New Zealand,
jects involving maths and provide a basis for
education uses of educational technology'
from 1 9 - 2 3 January, 1974, prior to the
further mathematical knowledge.
held in Jerusalem in August. Although there
tenth British Commonwealth Games. Further was insufficient financial assistance to enable
There will be a basic course for academics
details are available from the conference secin which no knowledge of maths is assumed.
Australian participation,information on the
retary, Mr I.A. Todd, Christchurch Secondary symposium and reports are available from
The second course is for those who have
Teachers' College, Dovedale Avenue. Christreached matriculation level. The seminar will
the organisers: The Asian Association for
church, New Zealand.
be led by Professor C.R. Heathcote, Professor
Biological Education, care of Professor
of Statistics (SGS),who will conduct the maIonised gases conference. The eleventh con- Alexandra Poliakov, Hebrew University of
triculation level course. The basic course will
Jerusalem, or the Amos de Shalit Science
ference on phenomena in ionised gases will
be given by Mr M.J. Hood, Lecturer in MathTeaching Centre, Weizmann Institute of
be held in Prague, Czechoslovakia from 1 0 ematics, University of Western Australia.
•
Science, Rehovoth, Israel.
•
14 September, 1973. Those interested in

available from Mr K.B. Kaus, Room 38,
Chancehy 2A, ext.4241.
Radio Research Board grants. The Radio
Research Board of CSIRO will make g r a n t s ^ ,
worth $ 110,000 in 1973-74 to support
A
specific research projects. In cases where
^
support is requested for projects already
current, a report on progress should be included with applications. This should
include concise information on the objectives
of current projects, results so far achieved,
reports and published papers. Applications
for both new and continuing grants should
be lodged with the Registrar by 22 November.
Further details are available from Mrs Chandler (ext. 2113).
Travelling scholarships. Applications are invited for two University Travelling Scholarships tenable for postgraduate study com- ^ ^
mencing in 1973 at any university or other ^ ^
place of education approved by the University. The value of each scholarship is $2,800
per annum, payable initially for two years
but with the possibility of extension for a
third year. In addition, the scholarship p a y s ^ k
all compulsory fees for travelling scholars ^ ^
and makes a travel grant of up to $ 1,000.
Persons who achieved first class honours
at the annual examinations of the University in 1971 or 1972, or who have gained an
MA since 1 January 1971 or whose admission to the degree of master has been recommended before 31 December 1972, are ehgible.
Applicants sitting final examinations next
month should not submit their applications
until results are known. Application forms
are availalbe from Mr K.B. Kaus, Room 38,
ChanceIry 2A, ext.4241. AppUcations close
on 31 December.
•
NOTES FROM DEPARTMENTS
Applied Ecology Unit. The Unit has shifted
its offices from I Block, old administration
buildings, to F Block, Childers Street Buildings (entrance in Hutton Street). The extension numbers (4408/4351) remain unchanged.
JCSMR. Mr Ralph Westen, the school's photographer,has accepted an invitation from
the New Zealand Institute of Medical and
Biological Illustration to attend their annual
conference which is being held at Massey
University, Palmerston North. He will give
papers on 'Photography in medical resear
and 'Legibility of projection slides'. Mr \
en will coadjudicate an exhibition held ii
"
conjunction with the conference.
Sociology (SGS). Dr R.P. Irwin has accepted
an invitation to serve for a five-year period
as a member of the World Health Organisation's expert advisory panel on drug dependence. Dr Irwin will attend a meeting of the
panel in Geneva from 21-27 November.
•
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New superannuation scheme
proposed for academics
The Federation of Australian University Staff Associations hopes the Australian Vice-Chancelfors' Committee will soon proceed to the second stage of an investigation of superannuation
reform which will lead to the introduction of an Australia-wide scheme for academic staff. In
March this year the federation presented proposals for the new superannuation scheme to the
AVCC.
Mr Pape said one problem in trying to
Mr D.L. Pape, chairman of the FAUSA
establish a nation-wide scheme was the
superannuation committee, said last week
position of non-professorial staff in New
that the Vice-Chancellors' Committee was
South Wales who were compulsorily memnow satisfied that superannuation reform
bers of the State superannuation fund.
was necessary and had asked the councils of
Although they received a pension related to
the various universities to endorse the
salary they did not receive full equity if they
proposal that it investigate the formation of
moved to another State. Any new scheme
an Australia-wide superannuation scheme
would have to accommodate them and negfor academics.
The main proposal of the FAUSA scheme otiations would have to take place with the
is that benefits payable on retirement should NSW Government.
be directly related to final salary thus taking
'As regards the level of benefits,the Knight
inflation into account.
proposals follow the ANU supplementary
Mr Pape, Senior Lecturer in Law, said the superannuation scheme which in turn related
to the benefits payable under the Commonpresent system of endowment insurance
wealth superannuation scheme,' Mr Pape said.
was not the best way to fund a superannuation scheme. Contributions should be
'Another issue raised in the Knight report
invested in a managed fund. On resigning,
is the position of academics who move to
members would be able to transfer their full
employment outside a university or overequity to another scheme.
seas. The problem lay in finding a method of
Mr Pape said FAUSA had decided last
assessing the member's full equity and how
year to obtain actuarial advice on the desirab- this benefit should be transferred. The
ility of reform. The firm of E.S. Knight and
actuar>' noted that similar superannuation
Co. had prepared a report which was circulreforms are being considered in the United
ated to all university staff associations. The
Kingdom and this could facilitate co-operation
recent annual general meeting of the federabetween the two countries when
tion had empowered its superannuation
the proposals come to fruition.'
mittee to carry out negotiations with
Anybody wanting to discuss the superannropriate university and State authorities.
uation proposals can contact Mr Pape (ext.4123).

m

UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES 1M0RE LOYAL'
Working
vv u
for the University more readily eved loyalty to its objectives than work in
ustry, the Registrar, Mr D.K.R. Hodgkin,
id at a recent Burton Hall dinner to mark
the federal registration of the ANU Administrative and Allied Officers Association.
This loyalty meant that although the University sought to provide the best possible
conditions for all its staff it was useful to
have people active in associations like AAOA
ready to take off their University hats at
times and put on hats signifying their concern for staff wellbeing.
The Registrar said he did not believe that
this meant there must be conflict, although
a degree of tension was accepted as leading
creative solutions. He was a strong believer
cooperation.
Mr Hodgkin said the achievement of registration after a very prolonged and difficult
series of steps reflected great credit on the
perseverance
and resourcefulness of AAOA
pcii
a
He hoped that relations with the
^ f f iTicers.
i
iversity would continue to be good so that
would not become necessary to rely on the
^
w

benefits conferred by registration.
The AAOA President, Mr P.J. Grimshaw,
said registration gave the association legal
standing subject to guardianship by the Industrial Registrar. It ensured that members'
rights were protected and the association's
business was conducted on proper lines. It
gave the association access to the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Commission where disputes could be settled and
agreement, binding on both parties, reached.
Mr Grimshaw, Business Manager of the
Research Schools of Social Sciences and Pacific Studies, said most AAOA members regarded University work as their career. Their
interest in ANU ran deeper than that of a
student, for example, who spent only three
or four years here.
'We can all contribute and influence the
decisions made by the University in its development. Close contact between the University, the association and other organisations located on campus will ensure the University's good name as an employer is maintained or even enhanced.'
•

A lunch-time Indonesian scene, 'Chess by the Roadside', is one of the four hundred black
and white and coloured photographs in a new book by Professor A.H. Johns and his wife,
Mrs Yohanni Johns, of the Department of Indonesian. Entitled 'Indonesia', the book depicts
the colour and range of life, social customs and scenery in Indonesia today. It is intended
for the general reader and the intelligent tourist. Published by Nelson, the photographs were
taken by Dutch-born, Richard Woldendorp, one of Australia's leading photographers whose
works include 'A Million Square' and 'The Hidden Face of Australia'. The book, which has a
forty-page introduction by the Johns, has been on display at the international Frankfurt
book fair.
•

Sugar as dating standard

An international conference of 200 scientists in New Zealand this month is deciding whether
sugar should replace oxalic acid as the reference standard in determining radiocarbon ages.
Over the past year scientists in radiocarbon dating laboratories throughout the world have
been cooperating in an ANU-initiated study into the possibilities of sugar as reference material.
In charge of the study was Mr H.A. Polach, go back to the mid-ninteenth century for
samples of tree rings that would reveal a
senior research officer in charge of the ANU
stable level of radiocarbon activity for the
radiocarbon dating laboratory. Mr Polach
will present a number of papers on the results comparison.
Mr Polach believes that one of the main
of the study at the International Conference
advantages of sugar is that while it is like oxof Radiocarbon Dating, which has been
alic acid in being a pure carbon compound
arranged by the Royal Society of New Zealde Vogel gave a lecture on audio-visual media and. If his findings are accepted, other radiocontaining only carbon, oxygen and hydrogen,
centres. The audience was distinguished by
carbon dating laboratories will join ANU and it does not fractionate during chemical treatits small number: students, academics and
ment. As a result, a possible margin of error
use the sugar in preference to oxalic acid as
senior administrators were noticeably absent. their standard.
'ANU REPORTER' AND RADIO ANU
when relating or comparing radiocarbon
Over the next decade techniques exploited
The studies to be reported on in New Zeal- ages between laboratories is reduced or
Sir - I notice that Mr Peter Black, of Unieliminated.
and were carried out with sugar from the
versity Information, who edits ANU Report- by such centres will have an important place
throughout the world in communications,
Following the New Zealand conference
Colonial Sugar Refining Co, Brisbane. The
er, has become involved in the grind mill of
some scientists will come to Canberra for
student politics. I read with interest the cov- education and research. As yet no coherent
specially refined sugar arrived in the Univererage of his quixotic debut on the front page policy exists in this University for the proper sity in August 1971 {sQQ ANU Reporter, 10 seminars to be held at ANU on 27 October
planning and equipping of our lecture theatof the 11 October issue of Woroni
September 1971). Samples were then sent to and 2 November.
res and seminar rooms, let alone for the esta- radiocarbon dating laboratories in Britain,
Contrary to the main implication of that
While in Canberra the visitors will meet
blishment of an audio-visual media centre. This Europe, America, Africa, India, New Zealand other researchers in the field and visit
article I see the association of editor Peter
obvious point prompted the lecturer to comBlack with Peter Black, director of student
and Russia, so that the ANU results could be relevant departments in the University. The
ment that ANU lecture theatres were among the checked. The laboratories checked the sugar
broadcasting, as a potentially happy one.
seminars will discuss problems fundamental
Licenced to walk the corridors of administra- worst audio-visually equipped he had seen.
to radiocarbon dating and the correct interas a dating standard not only against oxalic
In order that the University might develop acid but against wood containing annual
tive and academic power as a member of
pretation of results. Mr Polach will give a
this University's Information Section, editor a rational policy on this question students
summary of the most significant issues that
growth rings from the period 1840—45. Mr
and academics must take the necessary meaPeter Black is in a favourable position to
arose at the New Zealand conference.
•
Polach said it had been found necessary to
probe and appraise the ongoings of ANU. As sures to persuade the administration of their
director of student broadcasting, Peter Black concern. Before they can do this they must
'REPORTER' INDEXES AVAILABLE
LIBRARY GIFT OF ART BOOKS
be informed and a good opportunity was
can channel to Radio ANU sources of informissed on 18 October.
Indexes for the first two volumes of ANU
To mark the recent conferring of an honormation that editor Peter Black must censor
There are valid grounds for a national con- Reporter {\910 and 1971) are available for
ary degree on Professor Chiang Yee, Mr Harfrom ANU Reporter due to its restricted role.
ference of education institutions to make a
members of the University wanting to refer
old Hugo and colleagues of the Meriden GraFor all concerned in the well-being of
critical appraisal of audio-visual media and
to material published in past issues. Copies
vure Company, Connecticut, have presented
Radio ANU this must be a happy situation.
can be obtained from University Information the University with a gift of sixteen art
Radio ANU does not come under the limita- to frame a coordinated policy. Given the
(ext. 2229). A limited supply of back numbooks. The Librarian, Mr J.J. Graneek, has
tions applicable to the Reporter. Indeed, ini- lack of awareness on this campus, ANU would
stand to learn most from such a conference.
bers is also available.
• described the books as works of scholarship
tive by Peter Black, as director of student
David Walker, Graphic Designer
and examples of outstanding typographic de^•oadcasting, in exploiting the autonomy of
Architecture/Design
Section
sign and book production.
Radio ANU could well lead to the realisation
ANUSA ACTING SECRETARY
Thirteen of the books, dealing with Euroby the University community of the benefits
pean as well as American artists and art colANNUAL REPORT AVAILABLE
Dr J.W. Perram, of the Department of
of a more liberated ANU Reporter.
lections, will be housed in the Chifley BuildApplied Mathematics (IAS), has been
JohnReid, Architecture/Design Section Copies of the University's annual report for
ing of the Library. The other books, on Zen
appointed acting secretary of the ANU Staff
1971, which was recently tabled in Federal
AUDIO-VISUAL POLICY NEEDED
painting, antiquities and Chinese calUgraphy,
Association in place of Dr L.A. Woolf, who
Parliament, are available on request from
Sir - On Wednesday 18 October Dr Willem
has gone on study leave.
• will be in the Menzies Building of the Library •
University Information, ext. 2229.
•

Letters to Editor

#
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Three Blues to
sportswomen

SEMINAR ON EXAMINATIONS
A seminar on examinations, with particular
emphasis on wastage and under-achievement
at ANU, is being arranged by the Centre for
Continuing Education for the Board of the
School of General Studies.
The one-day seminar, titled Student Performance in the System, will be held in the
Law Lecture Theatre on 31 March next year.
It will be similar to a seminar on examining
held by CCE in 1969.
Senior members of the School of General
Studies are being asked to prepare papers reviewing changes in the examination system.
Group discussions will centre on the different elements that contribute to wastage; admission procedures; teaching methods; quantity of course content; student motivation;
counselling and remedial services.
Both staff and students will participate as
well as administration staff concerned with ,
examinations. Papers will be circulated in
i
advance to the 120 people expected to attend. Members of the University interested
in further information on the seminar can
contact Miss Louise Moran (ext.3256).
•

Three women - Jennifer Aberley (skiing),
Angela Ivanovici (skindiving) and Rosalind
Southwood-Jones (rowing) - are among
seven students awarded sporting Blues for
1972. Miss Ivanovici and Miss SouthwoodJones are the first women to win Blues in
skindiving and rowing.
Miss Aberley, a first-year Arts student,
won the 1972 women's intervarsity ski
championship and the 1972 ANU women's
championship. The captain of the ANU team,
John Darling, said this year's combined ANU
team was the best ever at intervarsity level.
Two male team members, Denis Vanzella,
Science student, and Mark Darling, Economics student, also won Blues.
Angela Ivanovici, won the intervarsity
women's spearfishing championship and the
open marine knowledge contest. She was
also first in the 100 and 200 metres Australian women's championship fin swimming
races last year. A PhD student in the Research
School of Biological Sciences, her main
interest is in viruses in marine invertebrates.
Rosalind Southwood-Jones has been ANU
Boat Club's most successful member in the
past year. She won the intervarsity women's
sculling and pairs titles and came second in
the junior sculls in the Australian women's
championships in Canberra in April. Rosahnd,
who began rowing seriously only this year, is
a Science honours student in Chemistry.
Other Blues were won by Robert Wilson,
Forestry student (Australian Rules football), and Malcolm Allen, Arts student
(cricket). Half-Blues went to Geoff Craighead, Forestry student (Australian Rules
football), Daryl Quimby, M.A. student (skiing) and Gary Samuals, Economics student
(cricket). The awards will be presented at a
Sports Union dinner in first term next year.

Jennifer Aberley spent her winter
on the Thredbo slopes.

The sculling style of rowing Blues winner, Rosalind

Face-mask, snorkel and flippers for Angela

weekends

Southwood-Jones.

Ivanovici.

STAFF CENTRE ELECTIONS
Nominations are open to University staff
members of the Staff Centre for an election
to fill three positions on the governing body
of the Centre. Those elected will serve for two
years from 1 January 1973. The two remaining elected members will continue to serve
on the governing body for one year from 1
January 1973. Three other members are appointed by the Vice-Chancellor. Further details concerning nominations are available
from the Staff Centre or Mr E. Helgeby
(ext.4206).
•

•

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Classified advertising is open to all members
of the University. Advertisements with precise details should reach University Information by the Friday before publication (sep
Reporter deadlines) and where possible i ,
elude an internal telephone extension.
For sale
Remington Rand typewriter, 15" carriage,
excellent condition, $20. Hoover scrubber/
polisher $10. Ext. 2083.
VW microbus, 1970 model, 32,000 miles.
Excellent condition, roof rack, seat belts,
new tyres. Ext. 2415 or 48 5881.
Wedding dress. Traditional style 36" bust.
Ext. 2415 or 48 5881.
Set of wooden bunks, 12-place dinner service
(94 pieces), Victa mower as new, drying cabinet, 13 cu. ft. upright freezer, crockery and
Tupperware, nursery furniture, wardrobes.
Ext. 2415 or 48 5881.
Casette tape recorder. Sharp RD408, automatic level control, brand new, bargain price
$62. Must sell. Ext. 3606.
Anyone wanting the benefit of 1973 ABC,
opera and ballet subscriptions, during subMUSLIM STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
scriber's study leave, and prepared to pay for
A club for Muslim students, known as the
them, speak to Mary Theo, ext. 4110.
Muslim Students' Association, Canberra, has
Morris Nomad 1500 sedan/wagon 1970,
been formed and is affiliated with the ANU
Students Association. The association, which 25,000 miles, very good condition. Radio,
radials, service record. Owner going overhas twenty foundation members, aims to
seas. $1300 ono, finance can be arranged.
develop goodwill and better understanding
Ext. 2664 or 51 1113.
among Muslims and non-Muslims. All
Aqualung 72 cu. ft. and regulator. Excell.
Muslims attending education institutions in
cond. $150 ono. Ext. 4288.
the ACT, as well as interested non-Mushm
^
students, are invited to join. The association's Portable TV, General Electric 11", good
condition, $70 ono. Ann Duffy, ext. 4 0 4 t ' ^ B
first function was an Ifthar (breaking of the
fast) party at Bruce Hall recently. Present
Australia-Europe Overland. Save shipping
members come from Pakistan, Fiji, Malaysia
costs to Singapore. Ford transit van (1972)
and Indonesia. Inquiries can be made to the
fully equipped as camper for sale March 1973
president, Mr S.M. Khan, Department of
in Singapore, $2,500. Further details ext.3306.
Forestry (ext. 2529 work or 3839 ah).
•
Simca 1963, month reg., $70 ono, e x t . 4 4 5 i | ^
Turner motor mower $20; 30 concrete s l a U ^
NATIVE PLANT EXHIBITION
2 ft. square 75c each; 25 cwt winch, new,
The Canberra region of the Society for Grow- $ 17; 12v car battery $ 5; Holden HQ manual,
ing Australian Plants (SGAP) will hold a naHT supplement $6; Gas radiator, 6000 btu's,
tive plant exhibition on Sunday 29 October
used twice, $25; standard lamp and white
to illustrate the range of species grown by
shade, $9. 48 5749 ah.
members in Canberra. The Society, which
Rowing machine, as new, $25, ext. 3014.
has many University members, aims to stiHolden 1966 HD station wagon automatic,
mulate interest in growing native flora.
one owner, 39,000 miles, heavy duty shock
The exhibition will also contain plants
absorbers and Kay-mac anti-roll bar, tow bar,
and flowers grown by members from other
$1050. Ext. 3462/4326 or 95 9543 ah.
parts of Australia. Small plants and seeds
will be on sale.
Wolseley Sedan, 1966, Mark II, six-stroke,
The exhibition will be from 10am-5pm
$800ono. Ext.4110 or 73 1592ah.
^ ^
at the Griffin Centre, Bunda Street, Civic.
VW1500 sedan 1964, immaculate c o n d . ; k ( ^ P '
Admission is 30 cents per adult (accompanchen table; weight belt; complete homeied children free). The president of the rebrewing kit; male bicycle with gears. Going
gion, Mr Jim Webb, of the Department of
overseas, must sell. Hans, ext.4227 or
Botany, said Canberra residents and visitors
47 9687ah.
would be able to see the range of colour and
^^^
form of indigenous flora.
• Wanted

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS LECTURE
Noted author on Aborigines, Professor C.D.
Rowley, will give a public lecture on Aboriginal affairs for the Academy of the Social
Sciences in Australia early next month. Entitled 'From humbug to politics: Aboriginal
affairs and the Academy project', the lecture,
in the Coombs Lecture Theatre on Tuesday
7 November at 5.15pm, will coincide with
the annual meeting of the Academy.
Professor Rowley, Professor of Political
Studies at the University of Papua-New
Guinea, was formerly Principal of the AustraHan School of Pacific Administration. From
1964-68 he directed a survey of Aborigines
in Australian society for the Academy.
The survey has already resulted in publication of seven volumes and more are being
planned. Three volumes by Professor Rowley
himself - The Destruction of Aboriginal
Society, Outcasts in White Australia and The
Remote Aborigines - have made a major
contribution to knowledge of Aborigines and
their problems.
•

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME EXAMS

CRICKET COACH WANTED

Students are reminded that the annual and
second semester examinations timetable is
based on daylight saving time. Daylight
saving comes into operation on Sunday 29
October when clocks should be put forward
one hour. Examinations start on Thursday
2 November. Copies of the timetable are
available at the Chifley Building of the
Library, the Union foyer and Student
Administration.
•

The ANU Cricket Club is seeking a coach,
playing or non-playing, for the present
season ( 1 9 7 2 - 7 3 ) and subsequent seasons.
Anyone interested should apply in writing to
the Cricket Club secretary, Julian Oakley, 91
Gouger Street, Torrens, ACT, 2607.
•
SQUASH CLUB ANNUAL MEETING
The annual general meeting of the ANU
Squash Club will be held on Monday 30
October at 5.15 pm in the Union committee
room.
•

Women's 26" bicycle in reasonable condition, ext. 2072.
Bicycle 20" for seven-year old girl. Ext. 2106.
Wooden high chair. Pintos, ext. 4015.
Bicycle 24" for eight-year old. Will repair,
any condition. John Goncz, ext. 2425.
To let
House, four bedrooms in Weetangera from
mid-December to February. Ext. 3668 or
54 3163.
Wanted to let
Flat; two bedrooms, fully furnished from
late November for one year. Preferably
northside. Margaret Brock, etc. 4297.
Sydney accommodation
House, spacious, three bedrooms, fully furnished. Available five weeks 16 O c t . - 2 1 Jan.
73. Rent $60 per week. Tenant required to
water gardens and feed cat. Phone Sydney
46 3720 or write to Dr E.W. Shaw, School of
Earth Sciences, Macquarie University, North
Ryde, 2113.
Public notices
Will someone please give a home to one, two
or three delightful kittens - five weeks ol^
Thelma Hunter, ext.2679 or 73 1441 ah.
^
REPORTER DEADLINES
ANU Reporter is published on the second
and fourth Fridays of each month. The deadline for each issue is the Friday before
publication. Copy for the next issue (Friday
10 November), including diary items for the
period 1 3 - 2 6 November, should reach University Information by Friday 3 N o v e m b e r . •
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